
Name

JASPER

*

DOB:

AUG 2018

*

MALE

*

Microchipped:

YES

*

Vaccinated:

YES

*

Desexed

PENDING

*

Basic Training:

IN PROGRESS

*

Toilet Trained:

YES

*

Sleeps:

INSIDE/OUTSIDE

*

Energy Level:

LOW/MED

*

Good with...

Dogs: YES

Kids: YES 

Cats: CAUTIOUS

 

ADOPT ME!

Jasper was born into HNE care after mum Bea was rescued from the 

pound. Jasper is one of eight siblings and it's understandable that he is 

a little anxious not to be the last one picked for a forever home. No one 

wants to be picked last!

 

The world may seem big and scary to a little pup like Jasper but with 

the time, training and love he will come to realise that the world can 

also be full of fun and adventure. Being a Wolfhound X Jasper will be on 

the larger side but he will grow to be a gentle giant with his sweet 

nature. 

Jasper is looking for a family where he would love nothing more than to 

spending all his time with his special human. He has inherited the best 

of the cattle dog trait of loyalty, loving and intelligent.

 

Jasper gets along with other dogs, how could you not when you are from 

a big family and your carers also have other resident dogs. He has been 

introduced to cats and quickly learnt that cat's really do rule the world.

Being a young pup of only 19 weeks, he is just starting his schooling and 

is showing the willingess to learn more and please his people. He still 

has the typical puppy behaviours which need to be kept in mind if there 

are young children about.

 

If a pup is on your wish list and you have words like, loving, gentle, 

kind, adorable on it, then Jasper is the  pup you have been waiting for.

So wait no longer call to enquiry about adopting Jasper today. Don't let 

him be the last one picked!

Meet JASPER

deafdogrescue.com.au

Jasper  is currently located in Townsville, QLD

 *Interstate adoption welcome

HEAR NO EVIL - AUSTRALIAN DEAF DOG RESCUE

admin@deafdogrescue.com.au : 0497 414 632


